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THE WORLD’S
MOST POPULAR
SWIMJET SYSTEMS

BADU® SWIMJETS



 
Badu ®SwimJetBadu ®SwimJet

Discover  
the Benefits of a

Aquatic exercise is one of the best 
exercises you can do. Gentle and 
soothing — with no stress on joints or 
bones — swimming is a superior 
method for staying in shape. 

With a Badu SwimJet System from 
Speck Pumps, any pool can become 
an aquatic workout center. You’ll 
burn calories, strengthen muscles 
and soothe body aches by swimming 
against a gentle or increasingly 
insistent current. You control the  
degree of workout you want —  
building body, mind and spirit. 

And when you’re done with your 
aqua therapy, relax with a pulsating, 
invigorating massage by attaching the 
massage hose to the jet nozzle.

Outfitted with a Badu SwimJet System, 

your pool can become a lap pool 
providing well paced aerobic exercise, 
or a treadmill for swimming, or simply 
a place for family fun reminiscent of a 
water park. 

Swim, play, exercise, relax — the 
benefits of the Badu SwimJet System 
are enjoyed by all ages. 

Badu Systems
Badu SwimJet Systems are  
synonymous with the highest level  
of quality you’ve come to expect  
from German engineering. In fact,  
95% of all SwimJet Systems 
installed in the U.S. are made 
by Speck Pumps — proof that our 
SwimJet products are the best. Why 
settle for second best when you  
can have a Badu SwimJet System  
in your pool?

Any pool, large or small, can provide 
a mild to Olympic-style workout with 
endless swimming. Whatever type 
of pool you currently own or plan to 
build, a Badu SwimJet System will 
increase overall use and value. 
Badu SwimJets o�er the ultimate  
in flexible installation options and  
exercise levels. 

How They Work
A SwimJet System creates a current  
within otherwise still water. To  
accomplish this, the water is pumped  
into the pool through one, two, or  
three specifically engineered large 
recessed jet nozzles. These nozzles  
are mounted in an underwater  
housing in the pool wall or in a  
housing installed over the wall.
  
The water pump that comes with  
the system works specifically with  
the SwimJet nozzles to create a  
current of up to 5,700 GPM. The jet 
nozzles can be adjusted to change  
the depth and width of the current  
for an enjoyable experience or a low 
impact water exercise. 

Installation
A Badu SwimJet System can be  
installed in any type pool, new or 
existing, large or small, from gunite  
and fiberglass to vinyl liner. Each  
Badu SwimJet System comes with a 
complete, easy-to-follow installation 
guide and a customer assurance  
hotline for tech support.

Now you can create an aquatic workout center 
and a virtual water park in your own backyard 
and enjoy all the benefits of water therapy. 

Consult your physician before attempting any strenuous exercise. This product may 
not be challenging or satisfying for all levels of exercise.

Learn more about Badu 
SwimJet technology and 
usage

SwimJet nozzles  
create a current of up to 

5,700 GPM

also great for

    boogie 
      boarding!

With a Badu® SwimJet System, it’s like having

   A VIRTUAL WATER PARK 
                      in your backyard!



WHICH BADU®  SYSTEM IS RIGHT FOR YOU?

•  The ultimate all-in-one dual nozzle system, 
the BaduJet super-sport creates an aquatic 
workout center, a virtual water park.

•  Water volume control and air regulator are  
conveniently located on the face of the housing.

•  Water intake is nearly undetectable with 
Speck’s unique housing design.

•  A 5' pulsating massage hose is included  
with the system.

•  Winterization is easy with Speck’s winter 
cover kit, which fits directly over the face  
of the BaduJet system.

Badu®Jet super-sport II
FOR NEW POOLS
The full-featured BaduJet o�ers suction and discharge in the unique, patented,  
one-piece dual nozzle housing. Water volume control knob, LED light and on/o�  
buttons are conveniently located on the face of the jet housing.

•   The BaduStream II can be used 
as a single, double or triple jet 
system with one or two pumps.

•  A single jet system generates  
a narrow and faster stream  
and is the most economical  
swimjet system.

•  With two jets, it is perfect for the 
recreational swimmer with an 
intermediate level of exercise.

•  The most powerful system  
available is our three jet/two 
pump system, providing the 
ultimate performance for higher 
levels of exercise.

•  The BaduStream II can be 
installed in vinyl liner, steel wall, 
fiberglass and gunite pools.

•  Each BaduStream II jet is a 
flush mounted anti-entrapment 
combination fitting in its  
own housing.

•  Options include a therapeutic  
pulsating massage hose, perfect 
for relaxing after a workout.

•  Winterization is easy with 
Speck’s winter cover kit, which 
fits directly over the face of the 
BaduStream Jet System.

Badu®Stream II 
FOR NEW POOLS 
The BaduStream II Jet System o�ers many di�erent packages 
in a wide price range, to satisfy a variety of exercise styles and 
budgets. The system accommodates installation in limited space  
and varying pool wall designs.

The BaduStream II  
can be used as a single, 
double or triple jet system.

ALL BADU SYSTEMS INCLUDE a control box and 
self-priming pump(s). The massage hose with pulsator 
is included with the BaduJet system and is an option 
for the BaduStream.

Badu® Swim Mirror
SWIMJET ACCESSORY
The  Badu Swim Mirror is the perfect addition to a Badu SwimJet 
System. This portable mirror is designed to be the perfect tool 
to help swimmers stay in the “swim lane.” The Mirror provides 
immediate feedback to help perfect all swim styles and make 
workouts more enjoyable. 

Badu Swim Mirror

Badu®Jet
FOR EXISTING & NEW POOLS
The BaduJet Inspiration is perfect for existing in-ground pools as well as new installations 
and even above ground pools. The system features dual jets for optimal swim against the 
current action, no-impact aquatic exercise, water massage and fun for the entire family. 

Badu®Jet IMPERIAL
FOR NEW POOLS
The BaduJet Imperial has a timeless and clean design, made of high quality stainless 
steel to harmonize with any style pool. 

•  The BaduJet Imperial o�ers two adjustable 
jet nozzles as well as integrated  
LED lighting.

•  The BaduJet Imperial features a 19" stainless  
steel corrosion-proof cover and handles. 

•  The handles enable a user to keep their 
grip during a massage, and make it easier 
to adjust settings while the unit is running.

•  Water volume control and air regulator  
are conveniently located on the face of  
the housing.

•  The nozzles and controls are also available 
in stainless steel, a beautiful option for 
specific applications.

•  A 5' pulsating massage hose is included 
with the system.

•  Winterization is easy with Speck’s winter 
cover kit, which fits directly over the face 
of the BaduJet system. 

•  Two-piece body molded of a heavy duty 
ABS plastic immune to chemicals and 
environmental abuse, to provide a rugged and 
attractively styled water treadmill.

•  The BaduJet Inspiration also incorporates 
a LED Light, helpful when using the unit at 
night or just to give the pool a beautiful glow 
in the evening.

•  Built in 4HP self-priming plastic pump and 
control box.

•  The BaduJet Inspiration comes with a 15' cord 
with GFCI twist-lock cord.

•  A 5' pulsating massage hose is included with 
the system.



BADU® SWIMJET SYSTEMS MAKE  
SMALL POOLS BIG AND BIG POOLS BETTER!

8125 Bayberry Road
Jacksonville, FL 32256 USA
info.usa@speck-pumps.com
www.speck-pumps.com
www.badujet.com 

Toll Free 800.223.8538
Telephone 904.739.2626
Facsimile 904.737.5261

The Badu SwimJet Systems are VGB-compliant.
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For more information on Badu SwimJet Systems,  
visit www.badujet.com or call 1-800-223-8538.

WE BRING  
 WATER TO LIFE ™
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